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Sculpting sandcastles grain by grain: Self-assembled sand towers
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We study the spontaneous formation of granular towers produced when dry sand is poured on a wet sand bed.
When the liquid content of the bed exceeds a threshold value W�, the impacting grains have a nonzero probability
to stick on the wet grains due to instantaneous liquid bridges created during the impact. The trapped grains
become wet by the capillary ascension of water and the process continues, giving rise to stable narrow towers.
The growth velocity is determined by the surface liquid content which decreases exponentially as the tower
height augments. This self-assembly mechanism (only observed in the funicular and capillary regimes) could
theoretically last while the capillary rise of water is possible; however, the structure collapses before reaching this
limit. The collapse occurs when the weight of the tower surpasses the cohesive stress at its base. The cohesive
stress increases as the liquid content of the bed is reduced. Consequently, the highest towers are found just
above W�.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From sugar poured into a bowl to tons of grains discharged
in industrial processes, a peculiar feature of granular materials
emerges: the formation of a pile. When the grains are not
cohesive, only friction and grain geometry determine the shape
of the assembly which resembles a conical pyramid [1–3]. As
known by any sandcastle architect, the addition of some liquid
induces cohesion between the grains due to surface tension and
capillary effects [4–12]. Recent studies demonstrate that the
angle of repose of a wet pile initially increases with the liquid
content, but afterward saturates. Similarly, the mechanical
properties of the wet pile (tensile strength, yield stress, etc.)
are remarkably insensitive to the amount of liquid over a wide
range [4–6,8]. These facts reflect that the cohesive strength
between grains increases from zero and becomes constant
rapidly, at a very low liquid content [6,10]. This behavior is
explained by a particular organization of liquid bridges among
the grains into open structures (first trimers, then pentamers,
and so on), up to forming large liquid clusters, such that the
projected area of the particle over which the Laplace pressure
acts, i.e., the cohesive force, reaches a constant value [10].
When the granular material is completely saturated with liquid,
cohesion becomes negligible again as in the case of a dry pile.

Clearly, the level of liquid saturation in the granular material
plays a key role. Depending on this saturation, four regimes of
liquid content have been identified [11,13,14]: pendular (the
grains are held together by liquid bridges and open structures
appear), funicular (large liquid clusters and voids filled with
air coexist), capillary (all voids are filled with liquid, and
the grains are held together by capillary pressure), and slurry
(grains fully immersed in liquid). Most of the experiments on
the stability of wet piles have been carried out in the pendular
regime [4–6,8–10,15,16]. It is known that the stability of the
pile is unaffected by the presence of the fluid in the slurry
regime [6]. On the other hand, the funicular and capillary
regimes remain largely unexplored [11].

To introduce the phenomenon reported in this paper, let
us analyze a simple experiment illustrated in Figs. 1(a)–1(c).
When dry sand is poured on a dry plate, a characteristic
conical pyramid is observed [Fig. 1(a)]. If the experiment is

repeated over a pool of water, a conical pile is also formed
[Fig. 1(b)]. But what happens when the pile reaches the
water-air interface? We found that an intriguing phenomenon
occurs: From that moment, the dry grains hit a wet sand
surface and start to accumulate at the top of the heap, the
angle of repose reaches 90◦, and a vertical sand tower emerges
[Fig. 1(c)]. In this paper, we study the growth dynamics and
stability of these self-assembled structures. We find that the
growth velocity of the tower decreases exponentially with its
height until, abruptly, the structure collapses. The final height
of the tower increases when the amount of liquid at its base is
reduced. We deduce that the towers only arise in the funicular
and capillary regimes when three conditions are satisfied:
(i) The dry grains can be captured by capillary bridges,
(ii) the liquid can be sucked up into the structure, and
(iii) the weight of the tower has to be smaller than the cohesive
stress at its base which is fixed by the local liquid content. The
first two surmises concern the condition for growth while the
third concerns the stability of the structure.

In a recent study reported by Chopin and Kudrolli [18]
a granular suspension was deposited drop by drop on a dry
substrate. The droplets, used as bricks, were superposed to
give rise to a rich array of delicate vertical structures. In the
present paper only dry sand is poured to build the towers.
The growth dynamics is regulated by the liquid suction and
trapping of grains, and the height of the structures characterizes
the liquid content of the substrate. Therefore, this unforeseen
mechanism allows us to study the imbibition process and
mechanical properties of wet granular materials.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MEASUREMENTS

To build the towers we used sand grains (200–600 μm in
size and density ρg = 2.66 g/cm3) poured at a constant flow
over a wet granular substrate with a given liquid content W

(liquid volume divided by the total pore space between the
grains). Even when the sand towers can grow on an extended
sand bed [Fig. 1(d)], the accumulation of grains makes it
difficult to control W during the experiment. For this reason
we used a narrow sand bed poured contained in a vertical
tube of 12 mm diameter connected to a water reservoir. A
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Sand pile formed by pouring dry grains
on a flat surface. (b) A similar pile is obtained when the grains are
poured into water. (c) When the pile reaches the air-water interface a
vertical structure starts to show up, see movie 1 [17]. (d) A stable sand
tower growth onto a wet sand bed (movie 2 [17]). (e) Experimental
setup used in our experiments. (f) Stable tower obtained using
our experimental setup (movie 3 [17]). The scale bars correspond
to 10 mm.

porous medium was introduced into the tube at a distance hs

from the top. The water level was adjusted so as to totally
immersed the porous medium. The sand was poured until the
tube was full. By changing the size of the sand layer hs , it was
possible to finely control W at the surface of the sand in the
range 0.78 � W � 1, corresponding to 80 � hs � 0 mm, see
details in the Supplemental Material [17]. Note that W = 1
is equivalent to the water-air interface conditions described in
Fig. 1(c). Using this method, the packing fraction of the sand
substrate was φs = 0.58 ± 0.01.

The sand was poured using a cylindrical silo with a variable
aperture at the bottom that allowed us to obtain five different
flux values (Q = 0.166,0.335,0.850,1.337 and 3.6 g/s). A
glass tube of 6 mm inner diameter and 400 mm long was joined
to the hole to collimate the flow of grains. The system was
vertically aligned at 20 mm above the center of the substrate, as
is shown in Fig. 1(e). The grains fell along the tube, reaching a
terminal velocity vg = 2073 ± 28 mm/s before they struck the
bed (measured with a high speed camera). A movable support
allowed us to displace the discharge system upward while the
tower was growing, without affecting the impact velocity of
the grains. By using this setup, stable and well-designed sand
towers were obtained, see Fig. 1(f).

In a typical experiment, the sand bed liquid content was
fixed, the flow was started, and the process filmed at 30 fps
until the tower collapsed. Figure 2(a) shows characteristic
snapshots of the formation process (here, for W = 0.84 and
Q = 0.166 g/s), where a vertical tower is growing until it

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Snapshots of a complete growing
process. The average tower width is 6 mm and the scale bar is 10 mm.
(b) hf vs W for the different flux values used in our experiments. Each
point corresponds to five repetitions and the error bars to the standard
deviation. For W < W ∗ the grains cannot stick and sand towers do
not emerge.

breaks at its base and falls (see movie 3 [17]). The videos were
analyzed using IMAGEJ to obtain the evolution of the height
h(t), the final height before falling hf , and the total growth
time tg . In Fig. 2(b) we plot hf vs W for different values of Q.
We can observe that the smaller the liquid content, the greater
the height of the tower. On the other hand, hf decreases when
the flux is increased. It is important to note that (i) if W is
smaller than a threshold value W�, the tower cannot growth,
and (ii) the highest towers were obtained for W slightly higher
than W�. By performing several tests on wet substrates with
the same packing fraction, we found that W� ≈ 0.72 ± 0.04.
According to the literature [11,13,14] this value indicates
that the towers only arise in the funicular and capillary
regimes.

To determine which are the crucial parameters that define
the growth process, we plot in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) the height of
the tower h as a function of time t and the growth velocity
v vs h, for experiments carried out at Q constant [Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b)] and W constant [Fig. 3(c)]. In Fig. 3(a) the end of
the trajectories represents the instant when the towers collapse
(vertical lines). This occurs after almost 4 h for W = 0.78 (see
data in Supplemental Material [17]). The growth velocity data
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Growth dynamics: (a) h vs t , and (b) v

vs h obtained at constant flux (Q = 0.166 g/s) for different values
of W : dark blue line, 1; red, 0.90; green, 0.88; blue, 0.86; cyan,
0.84; magenta, 0.82; and orange, 0.78. In (a) only the first 1200 s
of growing are plotted. The evolution of a dry sand pile formed
with the same flux and grain properties is compared (dashed line).
Inset in (b): h* vs W (black points) and h* vs Q (red points).
(c) v vs h at constant liquid content (W = 0.78) and different values
of Q: dark blue line, 0.166; violet, 0.335; red, 0.850; and green,
1.337 g/s. Inset: v0 vs Q for W = 0.78. The orange line corresponds
to v0/Q = (0.410 ± 0.006) mm/g. (d) Sticking and suction: only the
grains impacting on wet sites can be trapped.

in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) are well fitted by

v(h) = v0e
−h/h∗

, (1)

where v0 is the initial growth velocity and h∗ a free parameter.
From the fitting curves in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) (black lines),
we find that h∗ is independent on Q and is only determined
by W . By integrating v(h), it is possible to obtain the growth
dynamics law of h as a function of t : h(t) = h∗(W ) ln[1 +
v0t/h∗(W )]. This function is represented in Fig. 3(a) by
continuous black lines.

III. DISCUSSION

From the observations, the tower grows when dry grains can
be captured by wet grains. Then, it is required that the water is
able to percolate by a suction mechanism up to the impacted
surface. This suggests that W� is the minimum liquid content
to have liquid bridges interconnected through the granular
material in order to maintain the imbibition process. Let us
now study the connection between this suction process and
the growth dynamics, what are the parameters that set the
limit of imbibition (maximum reachable height), and finally,
the collapse of the structure and why the highest towers are
found at low liquid content, namely, close to W�.

A. Growth dynamics

To understand the growth dynamics of the towers, we
propose the following model based on the probability for a
dry grain to be trapped. Let us suppose that during a time

�t a volume of grains V = �mg/ρg is discharged, some
of them stick, occupying a volume V ′ = VP(h)/φT = �hA,
where P(h) is the instantaneous probability of sticking, φT the
packing fraction, and A the horizontal cross section area of
the tower, see the sketch in Fig. 3(d). The growth velocity
can be expressed as a function of the sticking probability
as v(h) = �h/�t = QP(h)/ρgφT A, with Q = �mg/�t . By
comparing this expression with Eq. (1) we have that P(h) =
P0e

−h/h∗
and v0 = QP0/ρgφT A. The linear dependence of v0

with the flux is in good agreement with the experimental data
shown in the inset in Fig. 3(c). Consequently, the speed of
growth is given by

v(h) = QP0

ρgφT A
e−h/h∗(W ). (2)

This expression indicates that v(h) is proportional to the local
sticking probability P(h). The change in P(h) during the
growth process must be related to the liquid distribution along
the tower. To quantify this distribution, a 90 mm sand tower
(growth at W = 0.84 and Q = 0.166 g/s) was segmented
into small fragments of 10 mm. The vertical position of
each fragment measured from the substrate is given by h′.
The mass of the fragments was measured before and after
drying to determine the amount of liquid. In Fig. 4(a) is shown
ω = ml/ms vs h′ (ml and ms are the measured masses of liquid
and of grains, respectively). An important gradient is observed
from ω0 = 0.225 to ω = 0.18. After this value, ω slowly
approaches a critical value ω�. Actually, the local liquid content
ω(h′) is found to exponentially decrease towards ω� = 0.175.
The data are well fitted by ω(h′) = ω� + [ω(0) − ω�]e−h′/h′∗

(blue solid line), where h′∗ is a characteristic length. Leaving
h′∗ as a free parameter, one finds that h′∗ = 23.5 mm. This
value is comparable to the characteristic length found in
the growth dynamics law Eq. (2) for the same experimental
conditions [inset of Fig. 3(b)]. This confirms the relation of
P(h), and thus of v(h), with the local liquid content of the
material.

B. Maximum reachable height

According to the previous analysis, the limitation of the
tower growth must be related to the maximum height himb

that the water can reach by imbibition through the granular
pores. With the assumption that the granular medium is
composed by a complex entanglement of cylindrical capillary
pipes of radius rp [19], the fluid flows upward until reaching
himb = 2γ cos θ/ρlgrp, where γ = 0.072 N/m is the surface
tension and θ is the angle of contact of water on a glass grain.
In the sand substrate inside the tube, himb,s ≈ 90 mm; see
Supplemental Material [17]. On the other hand, we show in
Fig. 2(b) that the highest tower can reach even 127 mm. The
difference should come from a decrease of the pore size in
the tower, or in other words, to an increase of the volume
fraction. To characterize this change in packing, the towers
were weighed after drying for various sets of parameters.
The mass of the dry tower mT is plotted as a function of
its height hf in Fig. 4(b). By estimating the shape of the
structure by a cylinder, we can express mT = φT ρgπR2

T hf ,
where RT is the radius of the tower. From Fig. 4(b) one finds
that φT = 0.66 ± 0.03, which is significantly larger than φs .
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) ω = ml/ms vs h′: Experimental mea-
surements (red points) and the best data fit (blue line), see text. (b) mT

vs hf for the experiments shown in Fig. 2(b). Q = 0.166 g/s is used
because with this flux the erosion is negligible and the cylindrical
shape can be perfectly assumed. The linear fit (red line) gives a slope
φT ρgAT = 0.050 ± 0.003. (c) Pt vs Q for W = 0.78. The critical
values σc = 1.87 kPa and Qmax = 2.4 g/s are indicated by the arrows.
(d) σc vs W for Q = 0.166 g/s. The cohesive stress increases as the
liquid content at the base of the tower decreases.

This larger value can be explained considering that the grain
capture is the most efficient when the wet surface of contact
is the largest. Consequently, the grains form a denser packing.
Later in the text, we will see how this efficient trapping of
grains ensures the maximum stability of the structure.

Now, let us estimate the maximum limit of imbibition
for any cylinder of radius R containing a granular material
with volume fraction φ and pore size rp. The cross section
of the cylinder is A = πR2. The area Ag occupied by the
grains is equal to Aφ. Then, the average number of grains
N is obtained by N = Aφ/πr̄2

g where r̄g is the average
radius of a grain. When N is large, one can consider that
we have N pores. The typical size of a pore is then given by
rp = [(1 − φ)/φ]1/2r̄g . Applied to our case, it is obtained that
the ratio between the imbibition heights for the substrate and
the tower is himb,s/himb,T = [(1 − φT )φs/(1 − φs)φT ]1/2 ≈
0.84 ± 0.07. Since himb,s ≈ 90 mm, the theoretical maximum
height is himb,T = 107 ± 8 mm. As a first approximation, this
model predicts very well the size of the highest towers found
experimentally. A more refined analysis must consider that the
smaller grains have a higher probability of sticking than the
larger ones. Therefore, the pores in the tower are smaller and
the real imbibition height is greater.

C. Mechanical limitation

Our experimental results in Fig. 2(b) show that the towers
collapse at a given hf depending on Q and W , which is in
most of the cases much smaller than the maximum reachable
height. Then, an important question remains open: What is the
mechanism that determines the final size of the tower? In other
words, why do the towers fall? An important clue is that the
towers always break at their base, where the liquid content is

the highest (see movie 4 [17]). Thus, the mechanical properties
of the wet sand located at the base of the tower are responsible
for the stability of the edifice. The cohesive stress σc which
maintains the grains together must be higher than the vertical
pressure. The total pressure is the sum of the pressure due to
the tower, Pt = mtg/A, and the pressure due to the grains that
collide the top of the structure, Pg = kQvg/A, where mt is
the mass of the wet tower and k is a free parameter. Then, the
condition of stability is

Pt + kQv

A
< σc. (3)

The tower collapses when both sides balance. Figure 4(c)
shows Pt as a function of Q for W = 0.78 (this liquid content
allows us to explore the widest range of Pt ). Considering
the linear behavior suggested by Eq. (3), we fit the data
using Pt = αQ + β (red line), obtaining α = −kQv/A =
−0.785 kPa/g s−1 and β = σc = 1.87 kPa. Two important
values are derived from this equation: when Q = 0 (which is
equivalent to building the material by adding grain by grain),
it is found that the maximum cohesive stress for this liquid
volume is σc = 1.87 kPa. On the other hand, when Pt = 0,
we have that Q = Qmax = 2.4 g/s, which fixes a maximum
value on Q to build the sand towers. In fact, when this value
is surpassed, a “bullet regime” is observed: the grains stick
due to cohesion, but the vertical pressure produced by Q is so
high that the tower cannot grow. The grains form clusters
at the base and they are ejected horizontally by the flux.
This regime is shown for Q = 3.6 g/s in movie 5 [17]. In
Fig. 4(d) we calculated σc = −αQ + Pt as a function of W ,
for Q = 0.166 g/s. For W = 1, σc is minimum and increases as
W is reduced. A similar behavior of σc in unsaturated materials
have been recently reported [20,21]. Moreover, in the capillary
regime, where the surface of the tower is basically a water-air
interface, the Laplace pressure that holds the grains together
can be approximated by P = 2γ /r̄g ≈ 400 Pa. This value is
similar to the cohesive stress measured in this regime, see
W ∼ 0.9 in Fig. 4(c).

According to [12], a cylindrical column of sand becomes
unstable and buckles under its own weight when exceeding a
critical height hcrit = (9J 2

−1/3GR2
T /16ρgg)1/3 where ρg is the

density of the grains, RT the column radius, g the gravitational
acceleration, J ≈ 1.8663 the smallest positive root of the
Bessel function of order −1/3, and G the elastic modulus.
The optimum strength is given by G = αr̄

−1/3
g E2/3γ 1/3, with

r̄g the radius of the grains, E the Young’s modulus of the grain
material, and α = 0.054 a constant of proportionality related
to the deformation of the capillary bonds. Thus, for a sand
tower of RT = 3 mm formed with sand grains of r̄g ≈ 10−4

m and E = 30 GPa, we found that the theoretical maximum
height is hcrit = 150 mm. Note in Fig. 2 that the highest
towers found experimentally almost reached this maximum
theoretical limit when the liquid volume was about 78%. This
is an intriguing result considering that the optimum strength is
achieved at a very low liquid volume of 1% in Ref. [12]. Thus,
this self-assembly process occurs in such a particular manner
that ensures the perfect packing and arrangement of particles
to obtain the maximum stability of the edifice.

Finally, we would like to mention a natural scenario that
resembles the self-assembly mechanism and collapse reported
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Crater or mound formed by ants in a
sunny day by passive deposition of grains around the nest. (b) Top
and (c) lateral views of a granular tower formed by the same kind of
ants by deposition of grains after a rain. Cohesion causes some grains
to stick, forming the tower.

here. In Fig. 5 we show piles and towers formed by tropical ants
in Mexico. In time of drought, the ants form a circular crater
or pyramidal mound (usually of 100 to 150 mm in diameter)
around the entrance hole. The formation results from a passive
deposition, grain by grain, of excavated soil outside the nest.
However, when the workers deposit the material after a rainfall,
some grains stick due to cohesion. As a result, a spectacular
tower grows on the wet surface. The only difference between
both structures comes from the wetness conditions of the soil
producing cohesion between the grains. Similarly, these towers
reach around 100 mm in size.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Different morphologies are obtained when dry sand is
poured onto a surface with different wetness conditions, as is
schematically shown in Fig. 6. In particular, stable sand towers

FIG. 6. (Color online) Different morphologies obtained by pour-
ing dry grains on a flat surface depending on the liquid content of the
substrate.

emerge when dry grains are poured on a wet granular bed in the
funicular or capillary state, where the capillary rise of water is
possible. The maximum height reached by the tower is linked
to the limit of water imbibition into the structure and fixed by its
volume fraction. On the other hand, an additional mechanical
condition must be satisfied. The cohesive stress must balance
the weight of the structure and the impulsion provided by the
impacting grains. This mechanical limit is fixed by the local
liquid content of the sand bed. These different ingredients
explain the existence of a critical liquid content of the substrate
below which the towers cannot arise. Moreover, that explains
why the highest towers are found close to this limit because
the cohesive stress is the largest for low liquid content values.
Beyond an artistic technique to sculpt sandcastles, this is a
new alternative to studying the mechanical properties of wet
granular matter.
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